No.1 in Potato
Packaging

www.lcpackaging.com

95 years in
potato packaging
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Leading packaging expert
for the global potato industry
LC Packaging is the leading industry expert with all types of packaging for seed, table and processed
potatoes. We have a proven track record in supporting a few of the largest potato companies in the world
in their goal to deliver their customers potatoes in the best possible state.
Over the past 95 years, LC Packaging has become one of the largest world players when it comes to the
manufacture, import and distribution of agri products. We are proud to say that we are Europe´s No. 1 in
potato packaging!

supporting your products

Commitment and dedication to deliver
sustainable potato packaging

Potatoes help feed millions of people around the world. During transportation and storage, products are
subject to all sorts of challenging circumstances. These circumstances can have a negative impact on the
product quality and preservation. At LC Packaging we go out of our way to support our customers so that
their potatoes arrive at their destination in the best possible condition.

Sustainable packaging:
the only way forward for the
potato sector

Long-term partnerships with
customers, suppliers and
employees

Best service from our specialists
in potato packaging located in
Europe, Asia and Africa

Broad portfolio for potato packaging
that fits each customer’s individual
requirements

Committed

Reliable

Loyal

Sustainable packaging: the only way
forward for the potato sector
Sustainability is becoming increasingly important: there is a growing demand for
sustainable potato packaging solutions offered by companies with the right expertise.
At LC Packaging, we take our responsibility for more sustainability throughout the entire
potato supply chain seriously. We feel responsible for (our) people and we want to
minimize our impact on the environment. Sustainability lies at the core of our values.
These are implemented throughout our entire international organization. It is not only
reflected by our potato packaging and services, but also by our corporate culture and
partnerships.
Sustainability does not have to be expensive. The price differences are minimal and the
customer has the certainty that the potato packaging is of high quality and from suppliers
who embrace fair trade. We are convinced that this is the only way to do honest business.

Long-term partnership with
customers and suppliers
With our own production facilities and long-term partnerships with exclusive and dedicated
production partners, we have full control of the production of our extensive potato
packaging portfolio. This allows us to be flexible and to offer tailor-made solutions
according to our own high standards and personal control of quality.
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At LC Packaging we value fair trade and long-lasting relationships with our suppliers: with
some suppliers we have decades long partnership! Our focus is on finding partners who
have the same corporate values as we do. Consequently, we know what we purchase,
where the potato packaging originates from and how our suppliers really operate.
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Global Supplier Code of Conduct
Within the LC Packaging Group we are committed to the
highest standards of social and environmental responsibility
and ethical conduct and we expect our production partners
to do the same. That is why we introduced our Global Supplier
Code of Conduct. This code is, among others, based on and
inspired by the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact and
refers to internationally accepted principles, such as SA 8000
and OHSAS 18001.
Also, our production partners (also for potato packaging)
have signed off on this code of conduct and are committed to
work according to these high standards.

Best service from our potato packaging
specialists in Europe, Asia and Africa
We are the European market leader in agri packaging and our products are used
worldwide. From out of our offices and warehouses (with over 70,000m2 storage space) in
16 countries in Europe, Africa and Asia we offer international service with local support.
Our people are all over the world and we consider them our greatest asset. Our packaging
experts fully understand the importance of your business, are committed to quality and are
dedicated to offering you the best solution for your packaging needs .
At LC Packaging we select the best people: we invest in their personal development to
make sure that their job, their passion and interest and additionally, our remuneration
policy is above market standards. Consequently, many employees stay with us for many
many years.
Seasonal flexibility
Besides offering the best possible customer service, we offer a dependable supply of
packaging products, especially during your product’s seasonal peak times.

The LC online portal for ordering your potato packaging 24/7/365!
We invest strategically in advanced technologies for easier communication, better traceability
and faster order processing, which helps us to support your company better.
Fast and easy online ordering of standard and/or customer specific packaging material
24/7/365 real-time insight in contracts, inventory, order status, deliveries, invoices, etc.
Easy access through your iPhone, iPad, or desktop
A fully automated process: always up-to-date, no manual intervention required

Broad range of durable potato
packaging solutions
At LC Packaging we offer a broad range of packaging solutions for various requirements
in the potato industry. We offer both standard bags as well as tailor made bags that are
fully designed to meet our customers’ specific packaging needs. Also when choosing for
LC potato packaging, our customers are choosing for sustainable potato packaging. Jute
bags are solely made of natural ingredients and for centuries this material is considered
to be one of the best packaging materials for the transport of potatoes and other types
of vegetables.
Our potato packaging can be easily used in automated environment. Because farms
are growing in size and yield per acre is increasing, automated packaging processes
are becoming more necessary around the globe. Anticipating this, LC Packaging has
developed the fully automated Baxmatic concept ten years ago. This process involves
the filling and stitching of bags automatically and leads to a high throughput of in excess
1,000 bags per hour.
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Why LC
Committed - Reliable - Loyal

Always near

Leading since 1923

With our offices, own production and

We are a proven solid and reliable business

storage locations in 16 countries

partner with a strong and healthy financial

in Europe, Africa and Asia we offer

performance, combined with an inspiring

international service with local support.

family tradition.

Best people

Own production

Our people are our greatest

With own production

asset. Our experts understand

and dedicated

your business, are committed

production partners

to quality and are dedicated to

we offer tailor made

offering the best solution.

solutions according to
our own high quality
standards.

Quality in packaging
With a dedicated in-house
Quality Department we

Long-term
partnership

offer quality excellence
and compliance with a

Our company is about

comprehensive portfolio of

transparency and trust,

required quality standards.

and we focus on longterm, mutually beneficial
partnerships with our
employees, production

Innovative approach

Solid sustainability policy

partners and customers.

We continuously invest in

We strive to include all stakeholders in our quest to provide

our infrastructure, systems

sustainable packaging solutions, while minimising the

and processes to meet

impact on the environment, the waste of valuable products,

and improve our customer

while also enrichting the communaties in which we operate.

experience for today and
tomorrow.

Industries
we serve

supporting
your products
Seed potatoes

Table potatoes

Processed potatoes

LC Packaging United Kingdom Ltd.
Bridge Road, Long Sutton
Spalding
Lincolnshire PE12 9EF, UK
T +441406366217
F +441406362811
LC Packaging Ireland Ltd.
Colehill – Newtowncunningham
Co. Donegal, Ireland
T +353749156036
F +353749108779
info@lcpackaging.com
www.lcpackaging.com
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